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Give students the targeted, skill-building practice they need with these standards-based books!

Each workbook includes more than 40 ready-to-reproduce practice pages. Easy-to-follow directions

and fun exercises motivate students to work on their own. Every activity in each book is correlated

to state standards. For use with Grade 3.
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Got this for my almost 3rd graders to help keep them current during the summer (their school works

a year ahead). Although I'm sure they'd rather do nothing, they seem to enjoy most of the activities

in this workbook. My only complaint is that some of the pages don't have very clear directions and

some have no directions at all. When I have to sit and think about it, it's probably not clear enough

for 8 year olds. I do really like that it covers a wide variety of skills though. I'll buy the same thing

next year for the next grade level.

These math problems are good examples of multiple-choice tests, but I found them too easy for my

3rd-grade students to use for realistic practice. I suggest ordering one grade up.

It is a good combination book -- it has addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and basic fraction



and decimal concepts. I considered this to be a good practice book for my 7 year old.

I have purchased these Scholastic math workbooks for my children to work on over the summer as

a review of the grade they just completed. These are nice because they are not super thick

therefore less intimidating for them to approach, especially during the summer. It has been a good

way to keep math in their heads over the summer without being super difficult or too large of a

workbook to complete in a few months. For the Scholastic workbooks, we prefer the Success with

Workbooks over the ones that only contain tests as they have more "fun" elements instead of

appearing as just "work".

I love scholastic books. The books were very well packaged and shipping was a bit slow, but it was

worth the wait. I am a homeschool teacher for my girls. And for my younger girls I needed these

books for the summer to prepare them for their next grades. The books have great pages, good

directions and easy to make lesson plans using these books.

Good Material to keep your kids ahead. Bought it when my son was in regular public school,

however he is now in a charter school and they keep him challenged enough so haven't had much

chance to use these.

this is literally just math tests which i use to test my 3rd grader for her report card. I homeschool my

3 kids and this is great but it starts right off with some pretty difficult tests, then eases up so use it

wisely.

This workbook has great practice materials in it to keep my child sharp, good for summer

assignments or for additional work during the school year!Good quality, shipped quickly!
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